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relies on its natural environment to attract tourists, its oil spill legislation ret'iects a na! ural resource protection
bias, One section of the law. Section 376. ! 2!, is devoted to outlining the liahi! ity of damages to natural
resources, The section calls for all natural resources to be mitigated to t!ieir pre-spill state where feasible and
to recover the cost of all damages in cases where restoration is impossible, The ainount of compensation paid
can be as high as $! Otl per square foot of impacted habitat.

Hawaii's Envlronrzmntal Response Law

Hawaii's Environmental Emergency Response Act was enacted in June !988 designating the State Depart-
ment of Health as the lead agency for cleaning up spi!ls of any toxic or hazardous waste. It was amended iri
!990by the Environmental Response Act which created the Hawaii "Super fund" tor emergency response to
spi!!s of hazardous or toxic substances and waste dis!xisa! dumps. An amendment in 1991 added oil to the list
of substances covered by the Act. The Environmental Response Act was codified as Chapter 128D, Hawaii
Revised Statutes  HRS!.

Hawaii'soil spil! response pl arming is carried out in the Office of Hazard Eva! uatioii and Emergency Response
of the Department of Health. They are responsible for writing and enforcing the state's oi! spill contingency
plan, as we[! as for promulgating administrative ru!es for HRS Chapter 128D.

Hawaii statute on oi! spiBs was compared to OPA and the statutes of Washington, Louisiana, and Florida,
using categories gi ven in Tab!e 5.1  See Appendi x B for a summary o f these statutes!,

Table S.l. Categories used in comparison of federal and selected state oil respiinse ! aws

l. Entities Subject to Provisions of the Act

2. Coordination of State and Federal Responiihi!ities
3. Prevention  including plans!
4, Government Contingency Plans

5 Vessel and Facility Contingency Plans
6. Response Planning Organizations

7 Liability

8. Financia! Responsibility

9. Funding

li!. Natura! Resource Damages

1!. On-Board Response Equipment
12, Drug and Alcohol Abuse  Programs!
13. Enforcement - Penalties

These were developed by the Washington State Department of Ecology, 1991,Not.e

Discussion

Hawaii's legislation on oil spi!! prevention and control is far less comprehensive then those of the other states
and OPA. OP A and Louisiana, Washington, and Rorida's statutes primarily address oil spi! ls, while Hawaii's
statute primarily addresses releases of hazardous substances on land. However, the comparison is useful in
determining where Hawaii's oi! spill response policy differs significantly from those of the other three states
especially in addressing areas not adequately covered by the OPA,



Entities Subject to Provisions of OPA and State Laws

OPA applies to a]l bulk oil carriers, on-shore and offshore oil processing and terminal faci]ities. and 8] large
vessels such as cargo and passenger vessels, which carry substantia] quantities of oil as fue], W~ngton
Louisiana, and Florida extend coverage of their oil spill legislation to ai] vessels carrying large quanQQ~ of
oi] as well as on-shore and offshore facilities. The Washington statute includes all vesse]s over 3 g gm~ tons
and Rorida's law applies to vessels carrying over 10,000 gallons of oil as fuel or cargo. Hawaii's Chapter 128D
applies to any vessel or any artificial means of transportation on the water without limitation on cargo ca~ity
or gross tonnage, Theprovisionsof Hawaii'slawcanapplyto any vessel regardlessof size or purpose b ause
the definition of "vessel" lacks the specificity found in OPA and the other three states' statutes

Coordination of State and Federal Responsibilities

Hawaii's Chapter ]2SD requires that the state oil spill umtingency plan complement the National Conun
gency Plan  NCP!. NCP is a p]an required under section 301 c! of the Clean Water Act as revised by section
105 of CERCLA, as amended by OPA, that sets out the duties and responsibilities of federal, state, local, and
private sector responders to an oil spill, In addition to NCP. each Coast Guard District with jurisdiction in the
coastal zone as defined in 40 CFR 3 ]0.5! will form an Area Committee consisting of federal, state. and]oca]
governinent agencies. The Area Committee's chief responsibi]ity will be the preparations of an Area
Contingency Plan for its geographic area  U.S. Federal Register, 1992!.

Prevention {lr]eluding Plans!

OPA focuses on regulating vesse] structure and shipping procedures such as the use of autopilot and
requirements for tugboat escorts. It also provides substantial requirements for port and oi] handling facilities
contingency plan. Washington, F]orida, and Louisiana require vessels and facilities to have state-approved
prevention plans. Louisiana requires operators of facilities to obtain a discharge prevention and response
certi i|cate. Florida requires that vessels have one person who is designated as an oil spill response ofticer if the
vessel uses its ports. Washington mandates Regional Marine Safety Committees to examine ways to create regional
safety plans and a Marine Oversight Board to make recoinmendations on safety measures and other actions.

Hawaii's Environmental Response Law does not adequately address the subject of prevention. Because oil
spill prevention is likely to be less cost]y than cleanup, i t requires careful consideration in the state's policy.
Issues related to prevention are addressed in Chapter 6.

Contingency Plans

]n addition to the requirement under the federal clean water legislation  CERCLA! tha«equi«s the
development of a national contingency plan for responding to oil spills, QPA added requirements for area spill
response plans and encourages states to develop local contingency plans that complement the «deral p]an.
Hawaii is developing an oil spill contingency plan  the State Oil and Hazardous Substances F"ergency
Response Plan! that de]ineates the duties of the state and federal govenunents. An early version of this draft
plan was used for this comparison. The U.S. Coast Guard has primary responsibility for responding «al] spi" s
in the marine environment and the state for responding to all land-based spills. The federal conti "ge«y plan
includes an agreement on the use nf chemical dispersants.

Both the federal and the draft Hawaii state plans require additional clarity on several issues. One is the
de! ermining when a spill cleanup is complete. Under OPA, the U.S. Coast Guard is gi ven the responsi»»ty
for directing the cleanup effort, but consultation is required with the state's on-scene coordinator in
determining when the cleanup is completed However. there is no process in the federal plan on the
consu]tation procedure.
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Another issue is protection of sensitive areas. 'The state needs to identify areas that require maximum
protection in the event of a spill. The location and description of the areas need to he clearly delineated on a
map so thai the federal on-scene coordinator can take appropriate steps io protect Ihose areas. The Area
Comtriittee, established under OPA, is currently developing sensitivity maps which identify sites that are
econotnically and ecologically iruportant. High use recreational sites are also bei ng identified.

Vessel and Fscillty Contingent:y Plans

OPA requires tankers and facilities to have response plans for addressing a worst case oil spill. Louisiana.
Washington, and Florida each has specific requirements lor vessel and facilities to develop oil spill response
contingency plans. When possible, p]ans required hy OPA can be substituted for plans required hy the states
However, states canrequire more detailed plans than OPA. States may extend the requirement for contingency
plans to vessels that are not covered under OPA. For example, Horidarequires vesselscarrying L UXX! gallons
or more ot oil as cargo or fuel, to prepare an oil spill response contingency plan. Hawaii has no specific
requirements for vessel or facility oil spill response contingency plans.

ResPonse Plaftnln9 Organizat!ons

OPA hasestabllshed a national response unit in North Carolina and regional response units around the country.
The federal law also requires the forination of regional response teams made up of federal, state, and local
governinents and others, including oil company ollicials, private cleanup experts, special interest groups and
researchers to develop area contingency plans. Louisiana, Florida, Washington and Hawaii each require
statewide advisory groups. Louisiana has «iso created an Oil Spill Coordinator in the Governor's office to
coordinate state and local planning for oil spill prevention and response. Washington has created the
Washington State Maritime Commission to provide assistance to vessels and to formulate a state approved
response plan.

Hawaii is part of the Oceania Regional Response Team  RRT!. The team has 36 members including
representatives of federal, Hawaii, Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of Northern Marianas
Is/ ands governments. The state's oil spill response planning is carried out in the Oflice of Hazard Evaluation
and Emergency Response of the Department of Health. The oflice is resIx!nsible for writing, cimrdinating,
and maintaining the state's oil spill contingency plan and for promulgating administrative rules for HRS
Chapter L ZSD.

ln addition to federal and state-mandaied advisory groups in Hawaii, there is also the local industry-sponsored
cooperative, Clean l slanch Council. Their primary resfxmsibi lily is u! respond to local spills on behall'of their
members.

Llabllity

APA limits liabilities tor vessels and on-shore and ol fshore facilities except in cases of grc>ss negligence. The
federal liability limit is set at the g eater of S l.2t Xl per gross ton or $l ! million for tankers over 3 NX! tons, the
greater of $1,2fXl per gross ton or $2 million for lankers under 3 XX! tons, and the greater of $6tN per ton or
$500,0fX! for non-tanker vessels. OPA skies not restrict states horn passing more stringent requirements than
contained in the federal legislation. Florida. for example, has set a $50-mil!ion dollar limit for vessel liability
for cleanup cost and an unlimited liability for damage to natural resources. Hawaii has no limits with the
exception of interisland barges,  See Chapter 6 discussion under subsection on "Provisions under QPA that
define state authority."! Washington has no limits on liability for cleanup or damage.

Liability is one of the most important considerations for oil spill legislation. Without liability caps, the oil and
shipping jnclustries will find it difficult to obtain the insurance coverage they need in or<km to operate in state



waters. Few shipping coinpanies may be able or willing to deliver oil to ports in states that have unlimited
liability. ARCO Marine no longer delivers oil to Hawaii and PRI and Chevron, USA announced the cessation
of their inter-island tanker barge operations for delivering No. 6 fuel oil in March 1992 due to unliinited
liability. Logically, liability limits should be in line with levels that will pay for the cost of cleanup and
compensation for dainages in a worst case scenario. Tlat amount maybe difficult to determine because of the
uncertainties associated with less than perfect cleanup technologies and with determining the value of
damages incurred by natural resources and the coinpensation to wage earners who would be negatively
impacted by a large oil spill. However, the Hawaii State Legislature has begun grappling with the issue of
liability caps by setting a limit for interisland tank barges. Act 130, signed into law in July 1992, sets a limit
of $700 million for clean up and damages for any oil spills caused by interisland tank barges carrying less than
60,000 gallons of heavy fuel oil  Number 6 grade!.

The federal limits imposed by OFA may be too low for tankers calling on Hawaii's ports. A catastrophic spill
that could impact Waikiki, the heart of the state's tourist industry, may be far costIier than the federal limit
of $1,200 per gross ton per vessel. A tank vessel calling at Hawaii's port that weigh 80,000 tons would have
a maximum liability of $96 million. Estimates of damages from a large oil spill could exceed $300 million,
based on our analysis of the economic impact  see Chapter 2!. Somewhere between the federal limit and the
unlimited amount of liability, lies a reasonable level of financial responsibility that can be imposed on vessels
operating in Hawaiian waters.

Another issue concerning liability is who should be liable in the event of an oil spill, The responsible party,
under OPA and most state legisIation, including Hawaii's, is the vessel or facility owner or lessee.
Washington's statutes extend liability to the owner of the product. Florida makes the owner of the product
liable to the extent that the vessel or facility owner cannot meet the liability requireinents,

Financial Responsibility

OPA requires vessel and facility owners to have coverage that meets the maximum federal liability. Florida
and Louisiana likewise require vessels to have sufficient coverage to meet the maximum requirement and
furnish proof of coverage. Washington has no liinits on liability and requires tankers to have $500 million in
liability coverage and other vessels to have a rniniinum of $500,000. The amount of coverage needed for on-
shore and offshore facilities has not been determined.

At present, Hawaii does not require any proof of financial responsibility nor has it established the ininimuin
level of insurance coverage other than what is required under federal law. Under OPA, vessels and facilities
would have to furnish proof that they can meet the liability limits set forth in federal legislation. Since there
is no limit on liability for damages under Hawaii state statutes, it seems reasonable that some level of insurance
coverage is required over the limits set under OPA.

Funding

Each of the four states and OPA include a special fund for cleanup and compensation of damages. The state
Rnds vary in amount and the federal Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund, under OPA, is set at $1 billion. The Hawaii
fund differs significantly from those set up by the other states and the federal government in that it does not
collect a fee from oil companies to provide income to the fund. Hawaii's "Superfund," mandated by Chapter
128D, relies on penaIties and fines co1lected by the state froin violators and monies from the general fund. The
fund is limited to receiving only $3 inillion in fines but no upper limits are placed on funding from other
sources.

Washington and Louisiana allow part of their oil spill funds to be used for the administration of their oil spill
program. Louisiana also allows up to $750,000 a year to be used for oil spill prevention and cleanup related
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which outlines the projected resp<>nse actions of various state agencies in the event of art oil or hazardous
inaterial spill. Ihe plan outlirtes the official state policy on oil spill preparedness.

There are two other contingency plans which deal with oil spill preparedness in the state: the Oceania Region
Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan and the U S, Coast Guard Marine Safety Office,
Honolulu Oil and Hazardous Substance Pollution Contingency Ban, Furtherm«rre, under the provisions of the
OPA, oil transfer facilities and vessels will be required to draw up their own individual c<intingency plans.
However, having a plan arxl being able to implement it effidently are two different things. In the absence of
any practical large scale experience, it is difficult to predict how well these plans translate into action iri the
event of a major oil spill,

The U.S. Coast Guard Plan

The U.S, Coast Guard is the primary agency t'or emergency oil spill response in Hawaiian waters. As such,
they have put «x}nsiderable energy into planning for oil spills, The U.S. Coast Guard contingency plan has the
stated purpose of:

Providing a iramework for a «xiordinated and integrated response by the U.S. Coast Guard and other
federal, state, temtorial, l«ical, and civilian 1'orces to actual or potential discharges of oil and releases of
hazardous substances with the purpose of:

1. Developing appropriate preventive and preparedness measuresand effective systems for discovering
and reporting the existence of a polluting discharge;

2. Instituting prompt and effective actions to restrict the further spread of the pollutant;
3. Insuring that the public health and welfare are provided adequate protection from such discharges;
4. Minimizing damage to wildlife and the marine environment fr«trit oil and hazardous substartce

discharges;
5. Providing techniques for removal and locations for the disposal of collected pollutants;
6. providing a list of trai ned personnel capable <>f resp<>nding to major discharges and lending expertise

to the Federal On-Scene Coordinator  FOSC! in specific areas;

7, Providing lists of available equipment f<>r removal operations and sources of logistical support;
S, Initiating ac>ons for the recovery of cleanup c<ists and conduct entorcement nations as necessary.

The Plan outlines the duties and responsibilities «if the on-scene torces and provides f<ir standard policy
and procedures among them. Il is designed ru encourage the development of response capabilities by
both local governments and private interests. It c<mtains much inforrnati<in vital to an appropriate
response, including directories of potential spill sources, areas to be protected, sources of services and
supplies. and agencies which have a responsibility or interest in response operatio~s."  Marine Safety
Office Honolulu Oil and Hazardous Subsrance Pollution Contingency Plan, 19%!, pp. I N}-101!.

'Ihe U,S. Coast Guard plan also includes a "worst-case scenari«" of a catastrophic <iil spill, and outlines the
steps that would be taken in the event of such a spill. The strategy for dealing with a catastrophic spill is found
in Section 934 of the U.S. Coast Guard plan.

The State Plan

Hawaii lacks the resources and capability to investigate or resp<ind to offsh<>re oil spills. The state has neither
the vessels, nor the trained rrianpower to resp<ind t<> at-sea spills. Under the stale plan, the state's role in oil
spill response is essentially limited to regulatory activities: notification. evaluati<in, assessment, coordination,
and determination of responsibility,
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Al! tepOrtS Of Ocean oil spillS reCeived by state and !OCal agenCieS are repOrted tO the Marine Safety Off!Ce
 MSO! of the U.S. Coast Guard When a spill report is received, the U.S. Coast Guard MSO determines the
SeriOuSneSS Of the Spil!, and what, if any, aCtiOn Shoukl he taken. The party reSpOnSib! e fOr the spill is legally
responsible for c!eaning it up. The local oil companies have some capacity to perform small cleanup operations
through the Clean Islands Council  C IC! which is a cooperative of oi I companies operating in Hawaii. I f the
oil Is spilled from a ship not belonging to one of the oil companies, the responsibi! ity falls on the owner of the
vessel, who will most likely have to rely on local cootractors to cleanup a spill. The CIC does respond to spills
originating from non-member ships,

If, itt the opinion of the U.S, Coast Guard investigators, appropriate action is not heing taken hy the ! egal! y
responsible party or hy non-federal agencies, the FOSC wi!! take control and f<x!era!ize the response activity.
'niis individual  the Commanding Off!cer of the MSO! has the ultimate authority to direct response and
cleanup actions. The U.S, Coast Guard plan prescTibes notification of the Oceania Regional Response Team
 RRT!, a groupcomposedof regional personnel from l4 federal agencies andrepresentatives of state agencies
with emergency responsihilities, wi thin one hour if a spill has the potential of being medium or major  > �, XN
ga!Iona! or for sma!!er spi!ls under certain circumstances. The RRT's duties include providing coordination,
support, and advice to the FOSC in resfi<indlng t<i an oil spi!!. In additi<in, the RRT provides a mechanism
whereby the resources oi various iederal agencies, such as the Navy. can be brought to hear on an emergency
situat!on. The metnbership <if the Oceania RRT can be found in Annex II of the Oceania Region Oil and
Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan.

ln the event of a large spill, a unified inciden1 cii<nmand post would be set up where representatives from
federal. state, and c<iunty governments meet to plan and c<xirdinate resp<inse strategies. One of thestate's ro! es
would be to send an on-scene c<xirdinat<ir  OSC! ki this command centn', to direct state activities at the site
and work in cooperation with the FOSC who would have the ultimate authority in niost matters; however, he
would seek the advice and input ot the state OSC and other state and county representatives.

State Agencies Respottslbtllties Under the State Oil and Hazardous Substances
Emergency Response Plan

Several state agencies have duties and roles to play according to the sta1e contingency plan. These are
summarized belo~.

Department of Health  DOH!:
~ acts as !ead state agency in the event of a spill. The DOH has been appointed the state's representative

agency in the event of an oil spill, The Ofttce of Hazard E valuati<in and Emergency Resp<inse is the
DOH office that responds t<i <ul spills.
notifies atfected L<xa! Emergency Planning Cornnuttees  LEPCs!
n<iti!ies other affected state agencies

~ sends a state on-scene c<x ir<!inat<ir wh<i oversees state response activities and consul ts with U.S. Coast
Guard personnel and state agency representatives

~ provides technical assistance and advice <in protective actions
~ provides assistance in hazard deterinination, evaluates environmental implications of a spill
~ evaluates possible pub!ic-health etTects of a spi!!
~ coordinates state on-scene supp<irt in c<xiperation with Civil Defense
~ investigates the cause of the spill and pursues enf<ircenient actions

co!!ects envir<inmentai samples



~ coordinates with the governor's office to exercise the governor's authority to protect the public's
health and the environment

~ identifies clean-up requireinents and works with government and private agencies to ensure that
clean-up/restoration is done to standards to be determined by the DOH in cooperation with other state
agencies and the FOSC

~ insures that collected oil is disposed ot in an appropriate manner

~ coHects and maintains data on oil and hazmat response incident for evaluation and planning

~ under CERCLA, the DOH Director was appointed to be the Natural Resources Trustee

~ under OPA, the DOH Director shares the responsibility of being the Natural Resources Trustee with
the Director of DLNR

Department of Transportation  DOT!:

~ notifies State Emergency Response Commission and local emergency response personnel if first on
scene

~ closes state harbors and re-routes traffic if necessary

~ provides technical assistance regarding oil and hazardous substances transportation incidents
~ coordinates the clean-up operations for spilIs that occur in state harbors in cooperation with the DOH

Department of Land and Natural Resources  DLNR!:

notifies State Emergency Response Commission and local emergency response personnel if tirst on
scene

~ provides advice and guidance

~ assists with responder supp<irt, such as communications, provision <if food. etc. if requested by state
on-scene coordinator

~ responds t<i incidents that could degrade state parks, land, or waters and/<ir threatens fish, wildlife,
or their habitats

~ coordinates the clean-up operations for spills that occur on DLNR lands and waters in cooperation
with the DOH

under OPA, co-trusteeship  with the DOH Director! for natural resources

Office of State Planning  OSP!:

~ provides support for information and expertise on coastal resources and accesses through the coastal
zone management pr<igram

State Civil Defense:

~ provides andfor co<irdinates statewide emergency communications and data systems

coordinates all state disaster and emergency actions, in the event that a State Disaster Proclamation
is made by the Governor, and disaster response and relict'with and thr<>ugh the Federal Emergency
Measures Act  FEMA!, in those disasters covered by a Presidential Disaster Declaration,
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Labor and Industrial Relations:

~ provides support for air monitoring to einergency responders and ensures that occupational safety and
health are not coinpromised

Department of Business, and Economic Development and Tourism  DBED!:
~ provides support for information on economic impacts of an incident and reinedial actions

In addition to outlining the roles of these state agencies, the plan contains further provisions to ensure the
readiness of the state to respond to an oil spill, including the following:

each person occupying a position identified in the plan must have appropriate training
~ each department specified in the plan shall develop supplemental procedures ki implement the plan;

DOH will coordinate with the other response agencies to ensure that the procedures are compatible
~ the plan should he evaluated through exercises to see if the required activities are effective in practice
~ HSERC shall develop nurumum equipinent usage and maintenance standards

HSERC shall review and revise the plan annually
~ exercises will be held t<i evaluate the ei'ficacy ot the plan

The latest draft of the state plan was formulated in 1989, and as of May 1992, was undergoing review and
revision. While the plan is fairly inclusive in its descriptions of the various agencies roles, i t appears that many
of the provisions of the plan have not been implemented, primarily because of a lack of resources. The
iinplementation of some of these provisions  such as training exercises! is crucial to ensure preparedness. If
its provisions are not irnplernented the state contingency plan is of little value.

Training:

~ all parties identified in the Contingency Plan must be aware of their responsibilities under the plan
~ the dates by which these persons shall he trained should he specifiml
~ name of staff to receive training at each state and county agency should be specified
~ the oil spill response training curriculum sli<iuld be specified and standardized; refresher training

should be scheduled at regular intervals in order to keep staff up-to-date with advances in technology
~ exercises and drills should he held regularly to meet the requirements <>f the plan
~ the dates hy which training exercises and drills will he completed should he specified
~ during an oil spill, large numbers of persons may be required f<>r non-specialized response duties

requiring no special training  e.g. posting beaches!. Procedures for utilizing state and county
employees should he developed

Planning:

~ state agencies should he required to produce their supplemental procedures which complement the
state contingency plan by a specified date

~ the dates and procedures by which the state plan will he reviewed and revised should likewise be
speci fied

~ on alt matters which may require cooperation between federal, state, and city and county agencies,
meinoranda of understanding  MOU! should he developed so that there will be no delays when
prompt action is required, Specifically, it is rec<immended that such memoranda he developed to
facilitate:
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l. Burning of oily wastes at H-power or other incinerators
2. Disposal of non-burnable oily waste at county landfiils
3. Storage of oily materials which may or may not be classified as hazardous
4. Use of City and County Public Works Department machinery for cleanup operations
5. Authorization to remove sand from beaches when oil contamination of beaches is imminent
6, Use of U, S. Navy resources for in situ burning operations

Although it may be assumed that there would be cooperation between agencies during the crisis, it may also
be assumed that there would be confusion. During the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska, much time was lost
from attempts by various state and federal agencies trying to take control of the response activities. Political
and media pressure is expected to be high during an oil spill, Therefore, roles must be very well defined prior
to the event. Legally binding pre-agreements wili minimize difficulties when the crisis comes. Such
agreements can be included as annexes to the contingency plan for Hawaii that is being prepared currently
by the Area Committee,

One of DOH's responsibilities under OPA is to advise the FOSC on protective actions during an oil spill,
While no separate prioritization has yet been done for protection of the shoreline, a response prioritization
scheme will be established in the Regional Response Team's, established under OPA, contingency plan for
Hawaii.

The State Contingency Plan needs to clarify the decisionmaker or decision process for declaring cleanup
sufficiency and the criteria for determining clean-up sufficiency. At present, the determination of cleanup
sufficiency is officially made by the DOH, however, as the overall supervisor of cleanup operations, the FOSC
would have a large say in deciding when a spill has been sufficiently cleaned up. Because no legally mandated
guidelines exist for oil spill cleanup levels or standards, suspension of cleanup operations will necessarily be
a judgment call. The decision will probably be made by the FOSC with the input of DOH. This seems to be
understood by both parties. Ln the event of a dispute over cleanup sufficiency, the FOSC, as the ultimate
authority in an oil spill response, would have the final say.

The state plan specifies no preventive ineasures over and above those prescribed by the U.S. Coast Guard,
which will be amended when administrative rule-making is completed under OPA. There are many areas in
which the state could exercise its influence to lessen the likelihood of spills. It may be prudent for the state
to do so since all of the provisions of OPA will not be implemented for some years, The state could be looking
at accelerating the adoption of some of the simpler strategies where feasible, such as adopting a more active
policy aimed at reducing the large number of small spills through regulation of fuel transfer activities, Periodic
review of the state plan with input from other states, oil industry personnel, and the U.S. Coast Guard would
be useful.

Cleanup Equipment and Resources Assessment of Oil Spill Cleanup
Capability in Hawaii
While the state has no cleanup responsibilities under OPA, it must still be concerned as the trustee of its
resources. The U.S. Coast Guard Plan identifies the material and manpower that it anticipates would be
required to respond to a catastrophic spill, and points out that extreme shortfalls that would exist for most types
of equipment in the islands. Although it is an attractive concept to think that the state can prepare for an oil
spill simply by having plenty of equipment and manpower around to clean it up, this is not the case. Even given



unlimited amounts of equipment, cleaning up oil spills is very difficult. Moreover, there are limits to the
amount of equipment that can be reasonably stockpiled for an event that may never occur.

Moreover, state of the art in at-sea oil recovery technology is not very good. Optimistic estimates of oil spill
cleanup efficiency range from 10 � 15 percent recovery of spilled oil under ideal conditions. Conditions around
the Hawaiian Islands are seldoin ideal and cleanup efforts are likely to be mostly futile in the event of a large
spill. Cleanup efficacy is highly dependent on the ability to respond without delay. Therefore, although much
equipment is ostensibly available to be Gown in from the west coast for use in Hawaii, it is likely to be of
questionable value by the time it arrives here 24 � 48 hours after the oil spill. Similarly, the transport of the in-
state cleanup materials from one island to another may encounter delays,

Nevertheless, there is a considerable amount of material stockpiled around the islands  mostly on Oahu! which
may be useful in containing the frequent small spills which result from fuel loading rnishaps in calm nearshore
waters. More equipment is being stockpiled by the Marine Spill Response Corporation and others. The U.S.
Coast Guard has prepared an inventory of available equipment in the islands, based in part on the list compiled
by Sea Grant researchers  Appendix C!, to be included in the MSO Honolulu Oil and Hazardous Substance
Pollution Contingency Plan. Agencies in the state having stocks of material which could be used to cleanup
an oil spill include:

the Clean Islands Council

~ the oil companies

the U.S. Navy

Pacific Environmental Corporation  PENCO!

~ Unitek Environmental Services

~ PkS Pacific, Industrial Technologies

~ Industrial Purifications

~ Smith Services

In the absence of any experience of large scale cleanup efforts in Hawaiian waters, it is difficult to estimate
how effective such efforts might be. After a certain amount of equipment has been stockpiled, the efficacy
of cleanup actions depends more on a large number of variable factors and less on the amount of available
sorbent materials and workers. Such determining factors include weather and tidal conditions, type of product
spilled, the location of the spill, time of day, etc. Each spill is different. There is no way of estimating precisely
the inagnitude of spill that can be effectively responded to with the existing resources.

It can be assumed that there would be extensive oiling of beaches in the event of a large spill. Response would
then become a rnatter of trying to remove the oil and containinated material and dispose of it. Small to medium
spills  under 40,000 gallons! can probably be dealt with fairly well with the resources available in the state,
under favorable conditions. However, the state could consider setting a target level of cleanup resources to
be stored in the islands, A policy of "more is always better" may result in the acquisition of material that would
have marginal utility in the event of a spill.

Oily Waste Disposal

The issue of oily waste disposal is not adequately addressed in the state contingency plan. It is unlikely that
more than a small fraction of the oil recovered from the ocean would be suitable for recycling. The remainder
wIII have to be disposed of in some manner, Several possible options for dealing with the large amount of oily
waste that could be generated have been mentioned; among these are: Iandfilling, stockpiling, burning at
incinerators, and shipping to a site away from Hawaii for disposal.
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A critical look at these options reveals that they all have restrictive shortcomings, which are likely to limit their
usefulness in an actual large oil spill. DOH has indicated that landfilling is the least favorable option while
incineration is the most preferred. UnfortunateIy, no agreement exists between the state and the City and
County of Honolulu to permit either the landfilling or the incineration of oily inaterials and sand at the city
facilities.

From discussions with City and County of Honolulu Refuse Collection and Disposal administrators, it has
become clear that burning the volume of oily waste that would be generated by a large oil spill, would be
probIematic at both the H-Power plant and the Waipahu incinerator on Oahu. Problems cited include:
disruption of processing regular municipal waste; difficulties in handling fine grained material such as sand,
which would be sieved out of the present systems; difficulties in handling liquid materials; difficulties
disposing of the large quantities of ash that burning sand would generate; ropes, nets, and similar stringy
inaterials may clog up the fiaii mills which process the refuse prior to burning; possible pre-ignition of oily
materiaIs in the blower manifolds of the H-Power plant; and the necessity to feed the oiled material into the
furnaces gradually, with the stream of refuse, in order to keep burning temperatures stable. Extensive
modi fications to the existing incinerators would be required to permit the burning of such oily wastes as would
be generated by a large oil spill. lf incineration of oily sand and other wastes is to be considered as a viable
disposal option, a considerable amount of pre-planning is required.

Landfilling of oil and oily wastes is a very unfavorable option for several reasons. The potential for leaching
of hydrocarbons into the underlying aquifers and the use of increasingly scarce landfill space are the principal
problems with landfilling.

If the wastes are to be shipped away for disposaI, this must be pre-planned. Arrangements should be made to
contract shipping companies or find some other way to transport the wastes to their destination, Possible
disposal sites should be identified and arrangements made for the acceptance of the oily wastes. Shipping the
waste to the mainland would be an expensive option that would add significantly to the cost of cleanup
operations. Interim in-state holding sites for oily waste should be identified and prepared.

While in situ burning of oil has been suggested as a possible response action, the applicability of this technique
has not been extensively researched and it has not been tried in Hawaii. As the ignition of spilled petroleum
on the ocean will be seen as a rather drastic step that could result in a considerable ainount of air pollution,
it is probable that there wi11 be some opposition to its adoption as a response option. The adoption of in situ
burning would require that inore research be done, particularly in Hawaiian waters, personnel be trained in
the techniques, and needed materials be acquired. In order to be effective, in situ burning must be initiated
while the petroleum product. is concentrated enough to ignite. Because burning must take place soon after the
spill has occurred, interagency/intergovernmental agreements should be in place  e.g,, MOU! with the U.S.
Coast Guard and possibly the U.S. Navy for use of its equipinent. It may be appropriate for the state to develop
a policy of where and under what circuinstances in situ burning would be permitted.

Regardless of the disposal option s! chosen, a large oil spill would generate large volumes of oily waste
material which will overwhelm the capabilities of theincinerators, landfills, and shipping companies. Clearly,
provisions for the safe on-shore storage of this material while awaiting disposal are required, Once the material
is safely sequestered, the disposal options can be evaluated under more relaxed circumstances.

Letter of Agreement Regarding Dispersants
This letter was promulgated with theintent of allowing the FOSC to use dispersants with discretion; however,
it sets a nuinber of conditions and guidelines which must be followed in using dispersants. Unless their use
will prevent damage to human life, pre-approval of dispersant use is not given in areas:

~ where the water is less than 60-feet deep
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~ in any location where the dispersed oil may reach a shoreline, marine sanctuary, national or state
wi1dlife refuge, state marine life conservation district, or estuarine sanctuary

~ over shellfish propagation or harvesting waters

~ waters over reefs

~ waters designated as aquatic preserves

~ waters over nursery areas of indigenous aquatic species

~ waters in coastal marshes or waters in mangrove forests

Therefore, the use of dispersants is not pre-approved for most inshore waters in Hawaii, and would be liinited,
for the most part, to areas of deep water away from shore where their negative impacts would be minimized.
The improper use of dispersants may cause considerable environmental damage because the dispersants are
oftentimes more toxic than the petroleum product they are intended to disperse.

Conclusions

Federal laws and Hawaii laws differ somewhat on the entities subject to the provisions of each. OPA focuses
on vessels transporting crude or refined petroleum products and on-shore and offshore facilities. HRS,
Chapter 128D includes on-shore and offshore facilities and all vessels fitting a broadly drawn definition.
Hawaii's statutes do not have specific requirements for vessels to ineet other than to report spills of hazardous
substances covered in HRS, Chapter 128D. However, if Hawaii is to require safety and prevention ineasures
similar to requirements imposed in other states, a inore precise definition of "vessel" would be needed. For
example, if the state were to require vessel contingency plans for response to oil spills, it would have to define
the type of vessel s! that are subject to that requirement,

If vessels and facilities not covered by OPA are required to develop oil spill response plans by state law, the
industry co-op, the CIC, could be an important source of expertise for assisting local vessel owners to develop
oil spill response contingency plans. The CIC could charge a fee for this service or require meinbership in the
co-op as a condition for their assistance in preparing contingency plans.

Both federal and state agencies appear to understand their roles in an event of an oil spill, and their
responsibility for the subsequent cleanup. In determining sufficiency of a cleanup effort, state and federa1
agencies should determine the process for making that decision and formalizing it in a memorandum of
understanding or as an addendum to the federal contingency plan.

Hawaii's policy differs significantly from that of the federal policy and other states in the lack of emphasis
on prevention of oil spills. OPA and the laws of Washington, Florida, and Louisiana all contain language
addressing oil spill prevention. The state would be wise to consider mandating prevention schemes in order
to reduce the potential of a major oil spill. Preventation issues are discussed in Chapter 6.

Another area where Hawaii differs signi ficantly with the three states, is the source of revenue for their oil spill
cIeanup fund. Washington, Louisiana, and Florida derive revenue for their funds froin a fee levied on all
petroleum products brought into the state and from fines collected for violations. Hawaii's "Superfund"
revenue comes from legislative appropriation as well as fines and penalties levied.

Hawaii also prohibits the use of revenue in its "Superfund" for any other purpose but hazardous waste and oii
cleanup. Louisiana and Florida allow a portion of their oil spill cleanup fund to be used for research, training,
education, and administrative costs. Washington created a second fund to handle these costs.
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Recornroendations

Policy Recommendations

Ed!tor's note: The recoromendations that folk>w are based on the findings of oor research. As indicated in italics, the !iOH
notes that sotne of the recomroendations are already in the process or being implemented by the appropriate agencies.

Overall , the following policy adjustments are recommended;

Amend state statutes to refiect a greater emphasis on planning for oil spi!l prevention rather than
cleanup. The state should require the petro!curn and marine transportation industry to prepare oil
spi!! prevention plans that reduce the risk of a spi	, The p!ans should consider the cost and benefits
of various !eve!s of environmental protection and out!ine a list of prevention measures that will be
ilnplemented. The state shou!d consider oft'ering incentives for the development and imp!ernenta-
tion of prevention measures.

OPA 90 and existing regal«lions «ddress oil spill prevention. Tile st«te i s authorized to be more
stringent. The recommendations,should be more explicit «s to how the state should he more
ag gressive.

33 CFR l56 «ddresses spi ll prevention retlui rements, l ttln unsure tint t "plans" will accomplish any
additional preventative measures.

Impose a fee on al! oi! brought into the state to he!p hui!d the state superfund up to an established
ceiling. A fee of $ >,05 per barrel on petroleum places the burden of paying for future oil spill
cleanups on those profiting froin the sale of petroleum products and would raise approximately $3
million per year, The fee should also have minimal iinpact on consumers since it amounts to $. N!! 2
per gallon of petroleum crude or product. A percentage of the fee, perhaps S � l !%, should be used
for personnel education, training, inonitoring, oil spill planning, and administration of an environ-
inenta! response capability. This could he accomplished hy amending section ! 2RD2-4 to allow for
expenditures from the fund for these purposes. The amount used in any one year may be !intited by
a cap on the use of the fund for administrative purposes.

Define mechanisms for working with the counties and the federal government in deciding how to
certify the end of a cleanup effort. An interagency memorandum of understanding  MOU! between
the state of Hawaii and U.S. Coast Guard could outline the process for deterntining when an oi!spill
cleanup effort can be discontinued. The MOU can he made a part of the regional response plan.
County governments must also he represented in the c!eanup decisionmaking process.

fxtw states tlt«t the Federal On-Scene Coordinator  FOSC! cine inane the t all. Regal«tions «re bei ng
developed to «ddress state «ccess to the fiaulin cases where the st«te doesnot «gree with the FOSC,

Institute liability limits in line with ihe cost ot cleanup and damage reimbursement in a worst case
oil spill. The vessel liability should be higher than the tedera! level now in place, since it is likely
that the damage resulting from a catastrophic oil spill will he greater than the!imits imposed by the
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Departmental action in terins of oil spill prevention and cleanup is dictated hy state statute and regulations.
OPA provides the framework for oil spill prevention and cleanup but leaves room for states to address areas
of their particular concern, which may not be covered under the federal statute. Hawaii has moved cautiously
in defining a new policy regime as compared to other states. This has given Hawaii the advantage of being
able to evaluate its needs and to exainine innovative state legis! ation proposed e! sewhere. However, the state
should examine existing policies in several areas, inc!uding closer consultation with county agencies and
instituting fees on oil imports. Foremost among incur recommendations is the need for the state to move more
aggressively in the area of oil spi	 prevention. state policy is based on the notion of being able to respond
adequately to oil spills. A sound oil spill policy is one that is geared both to prevention and response.



Preparedness Recommendations:

Response Recommendations

1.

2.

5,

6.

7.

1,

2.

3.

federal government. Liability linuts in line with those applying to interisiand barges under Act 13 !
1992 may be a guide to setting liinits lor all types of vessels,

Redefine the term "vessel" in the deliniti on section of Chapter 128D, HRS. The extant definition
subjects all vessels to the act whether the vessel is an ocean liner, or a motorized dinghy. If additional
requirements were added requiring vessel contingency plans and cleanup equipment on-hoard, the
inclusion of all vessels would adversely impact small vessel owners. The full impact of the law
should fa11 on large vessels with large fuel or cargo capacity.

Require tankers, large vessels and facilities prevention plans, and vessels not specitical! y covered
by federal law, to prepare prevention plans. Large vessels such as cargo ships and passenger liners
carry great quantities of oil as fuel and could cause a substantial spill were an accident to occur.
Where federal law and regulation requires these plans to be prepared, they can be substituted for
those mandated by the state. All other vessels could be made to follow I'ederal guidelines.

Federal law covers vessels or facilities wliicii have the capacity for an oil spill that could cause
"substantial harm" or "significant and .substrtntird luirm." The state can be more, stringent;
however, the economic impact on small boat owtiers mrtv be trro onerotrs,

State should wait until Coast Guard formulate regulations 1 or contingency planning and documenta-
tion for vessel financial responsibility before requiring its own contingency plans or documentation.

MOU's should be drafted on all matters that will require cooperation between the different levels
of governinent.

The U.S. Coast Gtuirdanrl the»trite arr. crrrr«ntly working on rt MOA /MOU J form<tria<.protection.
As, specific issues arise whir h <teed arlditional MOAs fMOUs J. they wi ll be developed. In rtddr tion,
the Area Pl<inning Committee i» working to irlenti fy these issues,

The state contingency plan should be reviewed periodically. Input from other states, the oil industry,
and the U.S, Coast Guard sh<iuld be sought.

The State Contittge>tcy Plrin  I «m ri»»uming the "Oil an<i Hazardous Substru'ice» Emergency
Response Plan"!is reviewed periorlically by tIre Hriwriii State Emergency R<sponse Commis~ion.

It should be the specific duty of someone in the state governnient to keep abreast of the state-of-the-
art in oil spill cleanup and prevention technology, Thi» person should have a part in reviewing and
updating the state plan, If at present, the state lacks a position to fu1 till this role, additional personnel
should be hired.

The Department of Health i'equi res additi<inal staff! ng to take a ni<ire acti ve role in ensuring that the
provisions of the contingency plan are f<!llowed. There are areas in which greater commitment to
the plan and a inore positive direction might be appropriate. An operations inanual covering
procedures for handling problems in training, planning, and communication could serve as a
guidebook for ensuring readiness and c<i<irdination of all state/county agencies,

Exercises and drills should be held regularly.

OPA 9 I requires «xercises «nd drills be held regiilarly. Adrlitioiial <Irilhs may not <tccomplish any
additional preventi on.

A MOU should be drafted with the c<iunties to permit the use <if their earth-m<iving machinery in
response to a spill incident.

The U.S. Co<<st Gri«rrl is working with the counties to acce»» their equipmerit.



3. A MOU should be drafted with the counties to permit the removal of sand when oil containination
of beaches is imininent.

Lrr w states tlur t the Federal On- Scene Coordinrr tor  FOSC! r an make the call. Regrdati on r are bei ng
developed to address state access to the furrdin cases where the state does not agree with the FOSC.

4, It should be decided and clearly stated who has the final responsibility f<ir declaring cleanup
sufficiency.
Law states that the Federal On-Scene Coordinrrtor FOSC! can make the calL Regulations are being
developed to address state access to the frur din cases where the. stale does not agree with the FOSC.

Waste Oisposal Recommendations

A strategy for oily waste disposal should be formulated.
The Subcommittee on tlie disposal of oily waste is addressing this issue.
A MOU should be drafted with the counties regarding the use of their landtills for disposal of oily
waste.

This is heing investigated by one of the Sul>cr>mmittees. Irr fr<:t, OPA mandal»s that there will be a
storage and <lisposrrl plrrrr.

A MOU should be dralted with the counties regarding the incineration of oily wastes at their
facilities,

This is being r'nvestigrrted by one of tIre Subcommittees. In fact, OPA m<nrdrrtes tIurt there will he a
storage and disposal plrar.
The technical aspects ot oily waste incineration at City and County <rf Honolulu facilities should be
addressed.

This is being investigated by on» of the Subcommittees. In fru.t, OPA mandates that there will be a
storage arrd disposal plan.
A memorandum of understanding should be drafted with the tederal authorities to permit the
indefinite storage of oily waste.

This recommendation is too specific. We do not necessrrrily need rr MOA  MOUJ with tire federal
authoritiec. What weneedi t a place tostoreoily waste. This could best<tte lrrrrd, private land, county
land, or federal land, This problem is being addressed,
Interim storage sites for oily waste should he identified and prepared,
This recommendati or< i s too specifi<. We do not necessrrrily need a MOA  MOU I with the federal
authoritres. W/urt weneedis«pin< e trr str>re oily waste. This crrrrkl hestrrte  arrri private land, county
land, or federal larul. Thi» pr<rbl»mis beirrg rrdrlresse<L
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CHAPTER 6

ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSES AND

PREVENTION OF OIL SPILLS







77 million gallons of oil into the oceans of the world. The Hawaii oil spill data, obtained from the U.S. Coast
Guard headquarters in Washington D,C., were also statistically analyzed to ascertain frequency, cause, and
location of the reported nil spills. Additionally, the Hawaii Revised Statutes and institutional infrastructure
and the imp!ications of OPA on the state's role for responding to andfor mitigating oil spi! I accidents were
examined to identify avenues which cauld be used to implement preventive measures.

A caveat needs to be added here on the Hawaii oi! spill data. When several discrepancies were found, we
verified, to the extent possible, the major entries in the database we used. We were unable to locate an agency
that keeps a consistent and verified record of historical oil spills in Hawaiian waters, It is only within the last
two or three years that record keeping by the U.S. Coast Guard, Honolu!u Office, appears to have become more
comprehensive, but even today, records are large! y based on the spiller's rcport, except when there is a major
oil spill. As the Federal On-Scene Coordinator, the Captain of the Port, U,S. Coast Guard. 14th District,
prepares a report of a!I large oil spills.

This section begins with an assessment of what can be called the anatomy of an oil spill, The two sets of data
onoil spills, worldwide and Hawaii accidents, were examined to identity and characterize frequency, causes,
and location of oil spills.

CaUses of Major Oil Spills Worldwide
ln determining the influence of weather on i>il sf>i! I accidents, it was assumed that adverse weather wou!d be
more prevalent in the winter and consequently there would be a higher frequency of accidents during the
winter months  December � February!, When the 1989 and l990 data were plotted, the randomness of the
frequency distribution for the two seasona! cyc! es negated statistical significance i>f weather as a cause of oil
spi! Is  Figure 6. I!, However, weather had a significant impact on shipboard fata!it!es. Of the six fatalities that
were recorded for the two years, tive t>ccurret! during the winter months,

One of the more signi Ii cant aspects of the oil spill data, shown in TaMe 6.1, was the kication of accidents. The
surprising finding is that more than halt'of the major accidents occurred away trom loading and offloading
facilities,  However, judging from other statistics, e.g., those for Hawaii, numerous small spills. which were
not included in the worldwide oi! spil! data, are likely to occur at ports and terminals.! ln other words, these
staUstics indicate that S6 percent or one out of two maji>r accidents occurred on the open ocean and one out
of ten accidents occurred in the ci>ngested terminals and Ix>rts. A related aspect r>f these statistics. the effect
of fatigue on open-ocean accidents is discussed below in the section on OPA, Title IV.

Oil Spill Statist rr.s �989, i 990

20 Mr>r Apr May Jun Jrrl Aug Sr> p Oar Nav Dec
MarCh

'>989 � --- 1990

Figure 6.1. Worldwide oil spill statistics: 1989 and 19%!
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Table 6.1. Distribution nf location of major oil spills
worldwide  	0,000 gallosts!: I9$%90»

Percent of all accidents

Ports/harbors/terminals

Other

»Data Source: Oil Spill Intelligence Report, 1991a

Analysis of the relationship of accident location and types of vessel indicated that tankers were involved in
05 percent of all offshore accidents, 50 percent of near-shore accidents, and 53 percent of portx/harbors/
terminals accidents. Barges accounted for 71 percent of all accidents along rivers and 67 percent of the
accidents in channels and waterways. When the data were analyzed to determine the cause of thc accidents,
there was no question as to the major cause of oil spiils at sea. Human error and human error-related vessel
guidance accidents � groundings and collisions � were responsible for 58 percent of oil spills in excess of
10,000 gallons that occurred worldwide during 1989 and 1990  Table 6.2!.

Table 6.2. Oil spills worldwide  > I0,000 gallons!: I9$9-90»

Percent of all accidents  avg.!Type of accident

2 J

3]

4 I
2

ll

31

Grounding

Collision

Human error

'Data Source: Oil Spill Intelligence Report, 199 la

Although it was not possible to ascertain the numb' of sinkings that were caused by human error,
nevertheless, there is high probability that at least some of the 11 percent attributed to sinking could have
resulted from human error. It is probable that human error was the cause of as much as two-thirds or more o f
all major oil spills in the world,

The large number of acctdents caused by human error is substantiated by historical data. IIte statistics for the
1969 � 72 oil spills worldwide that occurred less than 50 miles from land indicate that 74percent were caused
hy human error-related guidance accidents  Beyer and Painter, 1977!:

Collision

Grounding s
Rammings

Total

33%

R%.

74%

171

Accident sites

Oftshore locations

Nearshore locations

Rivers

Spillage

Dumping

Undetermined si nkings

MechanicaUother

35

21

10

9

25
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Table 6.3. Major tul spills in Hawaii  >5,000 gals!; 1983-91

Figure 62. Histogram uf reported oil spills in Hawaii
 Data source: U.S. Coast Guard!

Figure 6.3 shows the drarnatic increase in the number of spills reported to the U S. Coast Guard. it is possible
that the increase is an artifact of greater awareness of the need to report oil spills, hut as noted in Chapter I,
more oil is imported today than l0 years ago. Of the known size of spills  the size of about 53 percent of the
reported spills are unknown!, more than 40 percent were under 1,000 gallons. However, over the nine-year
period, there were 13 oil spills ranging in volume from 5,000 to 120,000 gallons with 11 of the large spills
occurring during the last five years �9&7-1991!. Of these, only tive  about one-third! were caused by human
error-related accidents and seven hy structural and equipment failure.

Statewide distribution of oi  spills given in Table 64 shows that Oahu far outstrips the other islands as the site
of oil spills, including major spills shown above in Table 6.3, The concentration of spills on Oahu is
undoubtedly due to the location of major oil handlitig and reflnmy facilities along the island's southern coast,
including Honolulu Harbor, the state's major port, pearl Harbor, and the two refineries, Chevron, USA and
Hawaiian independent Refinery, Inc,  Figure 6,2!.
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Year

19&7

1984

1987

1989

1989

1991

1989

1989

1985

1991

1990

19&9

19&9

Amount of Spill
120,000

48,000
42,000

33,800
26,000
18,000

15,000
10,0N!
9,&00

6300
5,000

5, XX!
5, XXl

Cause

Ruptured pipeline
Grounding
Equipment failure
Grounding
Structural failure
Tank overflow

Structural failure

Structural failure
Structural failure

Spillage
Human error

Discharge
Unknown

Spill Site
Pearl Harbor

Pearl Harbor

Kalohi Channel

Barbers Point

Honolulu

Honolulu Harbor

Pearl Harbor

Pearl Harbor

Pearl Harbor

Pearl Harbor

Pearl Harbor

Honolulu Harbor

Molokai



Table 6.4. Frequenry distribution iif oil spills by island �98~91!

Island

Hawaii

Kauai

Maui

Molokai

Oahu

Unknown

Honolulu Harbor and Pearl Harbor were the sites of about 30 percent of thereported oil spills in Hawaii. Nearly
all oil products are received and/or shipped from l4 facilities within the Honolulu Harbor complex. Piers 29A.
30-34, 51A are interconnected by a pipeline system that extends to storage tanks. Bunkering service is also
provided at these piers. The Chevron, USA facility and Pacific Resources, 1 nc. are connected by pipeline to
their refineries at Barbers Point,

Pearl Harbor has been a major naval base and shipyard fur the U,S, Navy's Pacific fleet since the 18 X!s when
it was a coaling station for the steani-powered U.S. North Pacific fleet. The wide array of structural!
mechanical causes of oil spills suggests the existence of aged infrastructure that needs to be replaced or
upgraded. TTie long-term effect of these cimtinuous low-level oil spills on the indigenous birds and the nehu
bait fishery in Pearl Harbor's estuarine environment is unknown.

While only 1 1 percent of the reported spifls were ci led as human errnr or human error-related accidents  Table
65!, the known volunie of oil spill caused hy these accidents  absnltite number = 22! total!i' 1&i 684 gallons
or an average of 4,849 gaflons per accident. Wha[ is striking, however, is the predominance of mechani cat/
structural failure-related accidents which account tor nearly 40 pa'cent of the accidents. While the total spill
volume caused by structural and equipment failure is unkriown, reported oil spills caused by such accidents
totalled about 55,000 gallons in Honolulu Hartxx and 154,800 gal!ons in Pearl Harbor over the nine-year
period. The significantnumber of oil spills caused by structural and mechanical failure at these facilities points
to a need for better facility maintenance and/or replacement of aged equipment and pipelines. Both Honolulu
Harbor and Pearl Harbor still utilize old fuel lines and have a network of abandoned pipelines. Oil spills from
structural and inechanical failure can be eliminated or reduced to very low levels if equipment and facilities
are regularly inaintained or replied and rigorous risk managetnent and loss prevention programs are
instituted.

'Total exceeds 100 due to rounding of the percentages
Data Source: U.S, Coast Guard

Frequency  %p

9

3

6

1

81

1



Table 65. Causes of oil spills in Hawaii. 1983-91

Cause

Discharge~~

Dumping ~ ~
Grounding ~ ~
Human emir~'

Collision~ ~

Burping

Corrosion

Inclement weather

Leak

Mechanical failure

Pumping
Sinking
Structural failure

Overt]ow

Unknown

Based on the nine-year record of oil spills in Hawaii. the statistical probability of oil spill occurrence has been
projected  Lee, 1992!:

Oil spill volume

 !-2 !, K K! galhins

4 !-5 !, XK! galkins

1 !-11, KX!, XX! gallons

Probability of occurrence

once in 2.25 years

once in 4.5 years

once in l35 years

B ased on simulated results using an optimization model, a trade-off can he made between prevention and
response. Results indicate that response capability should be increased for each uni t of reductionin preven ion
tneasures to maintain cost savings  Lee, 1992!,

While it may he possih! e to strike a nice balance between response and prevention using cost savings as the
motivation, questions can be raised on the utility ot stockpi! ing equipment and supplies capable of responding
to very ]arge spills ol'a million ga!liins or more. Since the spiller, the facility owner or shipowner, is charged
with the responsibility of responding to oil spills under OPA and not the state, the basic issue state governtnent
faces is defining the level of risk the public is willing to accept. Cost of response is not a factor to be entered
into the state's decision tnatrix. except indirectly. 'I%ere are, however, costs associated with developing an
institutional infrastrticture to eft'ectively manage the potential catastrophic disaster. Ihe required institutional
framework is yet to he developed, The Hazard Evaluation and Emergency Response Office under the
Department of Health  DOH! currently serves as the agency that inonitors releases of all hazardous substances
and is responsible for developing and implementing relevant provisions under OPA,
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Total does not equal 1 K! due to rounding of percentages
~'These are human emir or human error-related causes
Data Source: U.S. Coast Guard

Percent of reported spills~
4

3

3

   I !

1

4

1

10

6

4

1

5

7

47



There is already in place what is referred to as the Hawaii Super fund Law, enacted in 1991, that gives the state
the power to order immediate cleanup of an oil spill and to pay for the cleanup costs and be reimbursed from
the trust fund established under OPA  Section 4201 d! H!. In addition, the law allows criminal penalties to
be levied on the polluter a~l there are no liability limits. Since the provisions of the state's superfund law that
deviate from OPA may not be preeinpted by the federal law, unlimited liability under Hawaii's statutes,
therefore, prevails for all oil spills that occur in Hawaiian waters, There is a temporary ceiling of $700 milhon
for inter-island barge shipments of No.6 fuel oil provided in Act 130  enacted in 1992!.

Channel Waters

There apparently have been near collisions between "tug vesseis" and recreational boats in the narrow
channels between the four islands that comprise Maui County. As is shown in Figure 1. 1 in Chapter 1, these
channels � Pai]olo, Kalohi, and Auau � are used as transit lanes hy tanker barges and dry cargo barges to
deliver oil and other goods to Molokai, Maui, Lanai, and Hawaii. The 1992 session o f the Sixteenth Legislature
adopted House Resolution 137, HD1, which requests a study of the conflict between recreational boaters and
tug vessels particularly in the waters of Maui County, From the standpoint of overall safety, the designation
of mandatory barge traffic lanes, passi ve radar reHection devices, appropriate communication equipinent, and
local traffic rules appears to he in order because of the high use of the channel waters hy recreational boaters
and tourist charter boats.

If the issue of safest possible transit time for tanker barges were to be considered solely on the potential for
the occurrence of an accident, all night channel crossing should be prohibited, But given the volume of traffic
in the channel waters and the near misses that are heing reported, the mandatory routing of all barge traffic
to daylight hours would increase the probability for collision. The other extreme option is to designate the
channels as tanker barge-free zones. Here again, what appears to he the logical answer does not stand up to
the test of reality, The well-known turbulence of the open seas surrounding the islands constitute a greater
hazard, according to mariners, than the occasional recreational boater at night.

Pilotage Waters and Pilotage
The designation of harbors and access channels as pilotage waters has a long standing. Pilotage waters are
areas which can only he entered with a licensed pilot and/or tug assistance. The Sixteenth State Legislature
adopted HB3049, HD1 which was signed into law by the Governor on April 22, 1992, as Act 2S. It amends
the HRS, Section 462A-17, by redefining boundaries of the pilotage waters near Barbers Point because "it is
too confining, in that, it provides inadequate space for ships to anchor should they have to wait for entry into
the harbor or should they call to obtain bunkers at anchor." We expanded waters will include the area within
the northernmost refinery tower,25 � true, to the intersectionof a line drawn tangentially to Maile Poim, 1653
true.

As a result of the Exxon Houston near-accident at Barbers Point in 1989, the refmeries and the U.S. Coast

Guard have jointly developed inore stringent regulations aimed at preventing vessel guidance accidents. A
standby tug assistance and live watch are required during oftloading operations at the offshore mooring at
Barbers Point. The state's Harbor Master issued regulations shifting the anchorage of laden tankers offshore
from off-port Honolulu to anchorage off Barbers Point Naval Air Station, In addition, all off-port hunkering
is now confined to anchorages ewa  west! of Kalihi Channel and the offshore anchoring area was designated
ewa of the Honolulu main channel, but clear of the Sand Island sewage outfall and Kalihi Channe!  Figure
6.2!.

Because pilots are critical to the safety of ships in shallow coastal waters and in congested harhors, the state' s
requirements and procedures for licensing pilots were reviewed. Chapter 462A, HRS, gives the director of the
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Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs  DCCA! the power to grant licenses and to revoke licenses.
%he director may convene a panei of knowledgeable individuals to assist in evaluating credentials of
applicants and port pilots and in inatters related to pilotage  Admin. Rules 16-96-28,5!. Currently, such a panel
has not been appointed.

In general, the DCCA director is charged with the responsibility for "maximum efficiency in navigating
vessels entering or leaving the waters of this State; maintain a pilotage system devoted to the preservation,
and protection of lives, property and vessels enteiing or leaving waters of the state; and ensure an adequate
supply of qualified pilots..." 'The director is also charged with investigating violations of "the rules" and "any
provisions of this chapter [426A]"  HRS, Chapter 426A-3!.

Pilot� 's licenses expire on even-nuinbered years. Renewal of licenses cannot be denied as long as an application
is submitted and the applicant or pilot follows "ail applicable rules of the Departinent [DCCA] and remains
in active service." Licenses may be denied, suspended or revoked for the following causes by the DCCA
director  HRS, CIiapter 426A-8!:

l. Violation of this Chapter [462A] or any rule adopted by the [DCCA] director;
2. Loss, damage, or injury due to negligent pilotage;
3. Habitual use of any substance rendering a pilot unfit to be entrusted with the charge of a vessel;
4, Inability to physically or mentally perform the duties of a pilot;
5, Failure to maintain active service as a pilot in the state;
6. Procurement of a license through fraudulent misrepresentation or deceit;
7, Participation in any unfair or deceptive act or practice as prohibited by section 480-2;
8. Violation of any law or regulationintended toprotnote marine safety or protect navigational waters;
9. Failure to report marine accidents in accordance with the rules of this chapter;
10, Failure to maintain a current and valid federal pilots license in accordance with Title 46, United

States Code, Chapter 71.

ln addition. a license or renewal of a license may he denied or revoked for; 1! incompetence, including but
not limited to, solo piloting a vessel that isbeyond the capability of the pilot; and 2! noncompliance with the
statewide pilotage system.

The pilots are part of a central scheduling system established by the director under Administrative Rules 16-
96-62 throughcontracts with the t wo pilots' association � HPBS, Inc. and Hawaii Pilots As simiation. Section
462A-15 allows the pilots to form an independent non-profit association with each member explicitly
excluded from sharing the liability that may be incurred by the association. Before any license can be revoked
nr denied, the applicant is given a hearing  Section 462A-20 a!!. Any adverse action can be appealed to the
circuit court  Section 462A-20 b!! within 60 days  Admin. Rules 16-96-29!.

All vessels are required to take on a pilot while in the state's pilotage waters, except vessels that are under the
direction of a federally licensed pilot, public vessels, and fishing vessels with a fishing license or endorsed
registry under federal laws  Section 462A-19!.

There appears to be inadequate rules for the enforcement of substance abuse  HRS, Chapter 462A-8�!! ln
Administrative Rui es, Tit le 16, Chapter 96. While a physical examination is required. there is no requirement
for obtaining certifica0on that the pilot  or applicant! has no police DUI or DWI record. Moreover, under
Administrative Rules 16-96-41, it is the pilot himself who must report that he is mentally or physically
impaired. This procedure appears to be predicated on a rather naive assumption that the individual who is
suffering from mental impairment will always recognize his/her disability. Physical impairment inay be more
easily recognized, but even here, there is still a question as to the level of impairment that would make it
mandatory for the pilot io take a leave of absence.







The first is the authority given the state and its sub-governments to impose additional liability or requireinents
beyond those established under OPA  Title I, Section 1018 c!�!!. The state under this section can impose a
higher liability than the $1,200 per gross ton or $10 million per tanker  �,000 gross tons!, whichever is
greater, imposed under OPA  Title I, Section 1004  a!�! A! B!!. In the event of gross negligence or willful
nusconduct or violation of applicable federal safety, construction, or operating regulation, the limits under
Section 1004  a! will not apply. The responsible party will incur unliinited liability.

The second section authorizes the state to impose or determine additional fines or penalties for any spill
violation  Title I, Section 1018 c!�!!. Locally set fines and penalties allow the state to weight options to reflect
its values and to proinote certain behavior through penalties.

The third section names the state and its political subdivisions as trustees of the natural resources under their
jurisdiction  Title I, Section 1006 a!�!!. In the event of an oil spill, the state is required to assess natural
resource damages and to develop and implement a plan for the restoration, rehabilitation, replacement, or
acquisition of the equivalent natural resources that suffered damages  Title I, Section 1006 c!�! A! B!!.
These responsibilities are jointly shared by the state's DOH and Department of Land and Natural Resources.

Whether it was deliberate or not, by including provisions in OPA that give the states the authority to exceed
federal standards, Congress is allowing for regional and local differences in valuation of natural resources.
IItese provisions on liability and fines, coupled with those which set the venue in the jurisdiction in which
the damage was incurred, materially strengthen diversity in defining liability for setting monetary damage
assessments against the polluter, OPA does not attempt to exercise federal pre-emption powers in setting
liability liinits and thereby standardize the definition of liability. Instead OPA promotes diversity by explicitly
giving states the authority to exceed federal limits.

Since the state trial courts are given jurisdiction over claims for removal costs and damages, standards by
which local valuation is affixed for natural resources, for example, would prevail, While the strength of the
trial courts' rulings could be tested in the appellate courts, the provisions in OPA that recognize state and local
governments as trustees over their natural resources would appear to inake it difficult for trial court judgments
to be overturned nor would the Circuit Courts be in a position to overturn challenges of fines and standards
that exceed those in OPA.

The 1992 session of the State Legislature has grappled with the issue ot iinposing liability caps on oil spills
hy amending its present "Superfund" law which imposes unlimited liability on the spiller. The required
liability coverage set under OPA for tankers that transport crude oil to Barbers Point would range between
$84 million and $180 million �0 � 150, N� DWT! and liability coverage for product tankers would range
between $36 million and $72 million �0-60,000 DWT!. In viewing oil spill liability costs as a "bottom line"
issue, the projected cost of cleanup becomes important, The cost of oil spill clean- up is projected to range
between $210 and $305 million, excluding costs for wlldlil'e cleanup and damages to private coastal
properties. It should be clearly stated here that the projections are based on expert opinion since there are no
actual data on oil spills in Hawaii. If the high end of cost of $305 miIlion were used as the cost of responding
to a 10-million gallon oil spill, the limits imposed under OPA are not sufficient to cover cleanup costs. Act
130, enacted on June 8, 1992, provides relief specifically for inter-island tanker barge shipment of residual
fuel oils by temporarily limiting liability to $700 million. Section l of Act 130 liinits the 'liability cap only to
"tank barges carrying heavy fuel oil interisland, which release is subject to the federal Oil pollution Act of
199 !, and which tank barge can carry not more than 60,000 barrels of heavy fuel nil�." Section 1 will expire
on June 30, 1996 to allow the 1993 session of the Legislature to study the options available to utility coinpanies
now using residual fuel oils.

Finally, basic to thedetermination of liability are two principals of law: standard of duty or care and custoinary
practice, Customary practice is a significant aspect of liability but not as critical as standard of care because
"the reasonable man" principle kicks in to over-ride a negligent practice, even if it is used universally by the
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industry. Since the potential danger of an oil spill is so great to the marine environment and its living resources
and to humans, one of the policy issues that needs to be addressed either politically or judicially is "standard
of care" to be iinposed on the operation of a large tanker. Under OPA's strict liability principles, standard of
care may only serve as ancillary defense against liability, but it is an important principle in promoting
prevention. As such, should the standard of care be as high as that defined for coinrnon carriers? The potential
for catastrophic econonuc iinpact that could be caused by human error is not unlike that affecting common
carriers, for example, an airline crash could kill hundreds of passengers. Likewise, while not in terms ofhuman
life, an oil spill can kill thousands of wildlife and pollute miles of a coastline and ultimately cost the spiller
as much or more than a major airline crash. There is good reason to support the view that the stringent huinan
factors policies and regulations that govern common carriers might well he applied to personnel training and
operation of tankers.

While falling far short of placing strict duty of care on tanker operators and operations, as a measure for
eliciting a high level of control on all procedures, OPA attempts to minimize huinan error in several ways under
Title IV A;

Review of alcohol and drug abuse in issuing licenses, certificates of registry, and merchant
mariners' documents  Sections 4101-4105!

Manning standards for foreign tank vessels  Section 41 �!

Vessel traffic service systems  Section 4107!

Great Lakes Pilotage  Section 41GS!

Overflill and tank level or pressure monitoring devices  Section 4110!

Study on tanker navigation safety standards  Section 4111!

Use of liners  Section 4113!

Tank vessel manning  Secflon 4114!

Estahlishinent of douhle hull requirements  Section 4115!

Sections 4101 � 4105 attempt to control substance abuse, such as use of alcohol and controlled drugs. For
example, Captain Hazelwood's intoxication was a contributing factor to the Exxon Valdez accident. OPA
forbids the Secretary of Transportation to issue licenses or certificates of registry to an applicant who has a
record or offenses in the National Driver Register for drug or alcohol abuse offenses. ln addition, OPA also
requires mandatory pre-employment, periodic, random, reasonable cause, and post-accident testing for the
"use of dangerous drugs in violation of law or federal regulation."

Section 4106 requires foreign tankers to be manned hy seamen who ineet U.S. standards for licensing and
certiflication, The standards for manning, training, qualification, and watchkeeping of a foreign country
require periodic and post-accident evaluation,

Section 4114 establishes cei1ings on the length of watches, a problem among ship offlicers and crew,
particularly on modern supertankers with their automated instrumentation, However, the 15-hour per 24-hour
ceiii ng established in OPA still does not appear to allow for sufficient nutnber of hours of rest, even i f the watch
is divided into two segments, While vastly improving the accuracy of navigation, the use of the autopilot
contributes to boredom since once the course is set, there is little for the crew to do. The human factors

problems of fatigue and boredom are further exacerbated by the minimal crew operating tankers with little
or no redundancy for backup. A 1990 report of the National Transportation Safety Board  NTSB! conc'luded
that fatigue conlributed to the inability of the third inate, who was in control of the Exxon Valdez when it ran
aground, to maneuver the ship around a massive ice floe. The NTSB also noted that Exxon "manipulated" the
overtiine reports of crews who manned tankers with reduced crews. Deck ofticers of Exxon tankers routinely
operated with inadequate rest  Briscoe, 1990!.
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The move to what they call "modernized ships" which are automated and manned by reduced crews has also
been implemented in Japan. Under this management scheme, container ships and bulk carriers are manned
by 11 crew members. Seamen did not complain of the reduced crew but indicated that they did not like the
"modern ships" because of "considerable amount of on-board management from ashore"  Anonymous, 1992!.

OPA attempts to control accidental spills hy mandating the use of physical barriers such as liners and double
hulls. Double hulls will be required for all single hull vessels after January 1, 2010  Section 4115 c! A!! and
for al] douhle bottom vessels after January 1, 2015  Section 4115 c! B!!, A U,S. Coast Guard study found that
there would have been a 25 � 60 percent reduction of the oil spill it the Exxon Vaklez had been equipped with
a double hull  Natural Resources Defense Council, undated!.

Mechanical devices to prevent overfill are also an effort to auginent huinan capability to avoid backflow
accidents and to monitor tank pressure.

A 5.2 mil]ion gallon oil spill off the coast of Australia on July 21, 1991 has raised international concern on
the adequacy of tanker inspection procedures, especially of older tankers, The owners of the Kirki were in
compliance of the MARPOL  the international convention for the prevention of pollution from ships!
regulations and had all the required certit]cates. However, there were serious structural flaws and safety
violations that were overlooked by the classification society, the owners, and the Australian Maritiine Safety
Authority. Closer to home, a 1990 New York Times article printed by Honoluhi Star Bulletin indicates that
an internal U.S. Coast Guard study, done after several major oil spil]s, reported on the severe shortage of
trained inspectors. This situation allows the inspectors to make "barely adequate" inspections of tankers and
"the quality of the inspections is suffering." The U.S. Coast Guard personnel were also suffering from the
effects of an overloaded system which is not reducing oil spill risk from tanker operations in U.S. ports.

The Human Factor Dimension in Oil Spills:
The Prevention and Mitigation of Social Dysfunction
It is striking that in most emergency management responses to oil spills, little ti inc and effort is devoted to the
human dimension. And yet, this is probably where there can be the most sustained and long-term effects of
a man-made or natural disaster. The prevention of human misery should be as much an area of legitirnaie
concern of government in emergency response as the prevention of negative impacts on wildlife. It would be
imprudent for government to focus solely on wildlife mitigation and igni>re the human dimension in oil spill
response planning.

The response of the National Academy of Science's Socioeconomic Panel on the impact of outer continental
she]f oil and gas leasing and development has application for any emergency management planning purpose
dealing with the coastal environment  Fallat and Scholl, l 991!, These areas include:

1. The human environment including potentially affected systenis

2, The activities producing socioeconotnic impacts

3. The dimensions of potential socioeconomic impacts

4. The distribution of various impacts across human systeins

The post-Exxon Valdez observations of the Alaska Oi] Commission �990! are particularly instructive. The
Commission ca]ls for the states to develop a system of emergency economic maintenance for persons
impacted by a major oil spi]], This program should include those who are not covered under workinen's
compensation insurance and should be funded by spill impact funds, Many individuals whose ]ives were
severely disrupted had no recourse for coinpensation because their cases were not legally recognized as having
legitimate claiins against Exxon.



In Hawaii, the projected layoff of over 60000 tourism service workers, based on the U.S. Coast Guard's worst
case scenario, will severely impact state and county social services, public safety, and public welfare agencies.
The unionized hotel workers have established channels for einergency services, but the inipact of the hotel
closures will spill over and affect the hundreds of small businesses that also rely on tourism. It is this sector
that is most vulnerable because the workers are often not covered by workmen's compensation or other forms
of insurance for lost compensation. Even if this sector had the means to institute a lawsuit, it is unlikely that
they could recover from the spiller. For many hotel workers, their employment as dishwasher or maid is a
necessary second or third job. The impact of layoff on these workers is not known.

With prOper pre-planning, the SOCial dislocation and eCOnOlniC and pSychologiCal damage tO affected
individuals can be rninirnized or prevented. What is needed to effect a smooth transition to emergency
operation is a well-conceived plan that is developed jointly by the state, county, and federal governments and
the private SeCtOr, While the prilnary revenue seCtor to be affeCted by beaCh ClosureS iS tOuriSm, whiCh
produces about 40 percent of the gross stateproduct, over time, no one in the stateis iinmune to the far-reaching
negative ilupaCtS Of an Oil spill.

There is another category of individuals who will be effected by a major oil spill. These are private individual
and corporate owners of waterfront properties. The plan for addressing human impacts needs to consider the
methodology to he used for calculating compensation for damages to both physical and non-use or existence
values of public vistas. This is a critical aspect too often overlooked until the courts are flooded with lawsuits
totalling billions of dollars as has happened in Alaska in the wake of the Exxon Vaidez oil spill. If done prior
to disaster hysteria, there will be a greater chance for achieving consensus on damage and mitigation costs
allocations without incurring the delays and costs of the legal system.

Recommendations
Kditor's note: The recotnmendations that follow are hased on the findings of our research, As indicated in Italics, the DOH
notes that sonte of the recommendations are already in the process of being Implemented hy the appropriate agencies.

The purpose of this section is to recommend prevention measures that address the causes of oil spills that have
been identified by a review of historical oil spills, OPA, and state statutes and administrative rules and
regulations. This information can be used by the state, in its role as the trustee of its natural resources, to
promulgate statutory and administrative rules for establishing public policies that could minimize the risk of
oil spills in Hawaiian waters, The cost of prevention would not approach the projected $21 %$305 million
range of cleanup costs of a lnajor oil spill. Perhaps, more damaging over the long term is the potential loss of
the widely held image of Hawaii's pristine environment � the critical element to Hawaii's popularity as a
resort destination. This "non-use" value, currently not factored in as a recoverable cost under OPA, may have
the greatest impact on deterring the recovery of Hawaii's economy. Media impact studies indicate that
startling or emotion evoking imagery is retained for along period after being viewed and may not he erasable
from the viewers' memory  Pfund, in preparation!, Hawaii may forever lose its attractiveness and its mystique
as an untainted tropical paradise,

Tanker Liability

It is interesting that marine insurance, once centered on safe arrival of cargo, was a hedge against acts of nature
and possible piracy, The widespread use of sophisticated instrumentation and more accurate meteorological data
that forewarn ship opa ators of storm fronts have lni nimized weather as a major cause of cargo loss. Although there
are reported cases of piracy in southeast Asia, high seas hijacking of ships is not a common occurrence in other
parts of the world. What oil companies and shippers now insure and will continue to insure unda OPA's coverage
for the cost of damages, cleanup, and mitigation of oil spill accidents on the natural environment and wildlife.
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The debate at the 1992 session of the State Legislature on putting a ceiling oninterisland tanker barge liability
is as inuch about insurance as it is about limiting the cost of private risk. In essence, the oil industry and barge
owners are balking at the cost of the state's conservative zero risk policy and are demanding that the state
change its no-risk policy. Since Hawaii lacks land-based oil transport options, it is held hostage by the
willingness of the oi] and shipping industries to internalize the cost ot the risk of an oil spill. It is hard to fault
Hawaii's refineries and interisland shippers! or not being willing to assume the risks of an oil spill when such
oil industry giants as the Royal Dutch Shel! Group limits its crude shipments to only one U.S. port, a Louisiana
offshore oil port  Side], ]99 !!.

Should the state become the deep pocket'> %hat are the risks? A framework for analyzing risks and benefits
is provided for decisionmakers:

The facts:

~ The ratio of vessel-re!ated spills to equipnient/structura! fai]ure is approximately 1;4
~ By worldwide oil spi]1 standards, Hawaii's historical vessel-related oil spills have been "small"

� 48,0N! gallons and 33.NX! gal!ons

~ The largest tanker cal!ing at Barbers P<iint has a cargo capacity of 37,8 j !, XX! gallons  Chevron,
USA! � nearly four times the oil spill in the U,S, Coast Guard's worst case scenario and more
than three times the 11 million gallons spilled by the Exxon Ilrrldez

~ The largest barge in interisland service has a fue! oil carrying capacity of 2,226, XX! gallons and
the smallest has a cargo capacity of ],344, XX! gallons

Recommendations:

1. Routing tanker traftic from the U.S. mainland through the Kauai Channel will minimize at-sea
oil spill damage and should reduce the high-end response cost of $3 !S million; the prevailing
currents of the Kauai Channel cut crosswise across the channel and flow westward out to the open
sea; with the exception of the Kauai Channel, all other channels of the Hawaiian ls!ands should
be designated tanker-free channels
So are you saying thai, bv routirrg tire trrrrlrer» through lhe Krrurri Clrirnnel, the cost of a
catastrophic oil disaster is only $305 rrrillir>rr r If this i»»o, then we corrlrl cap liability rrt $350
million,  Editor'»note. The $305 million is not totrd lirdrility, Itis onr projection of the response
cost of a 9.8 million gallon oil spill, J

2. Rigorous risk management and loss prevention programs which can be instituted almost
iminediately will ininimize structural and equipment fai!ure accidents;  Existing pipe]ines in
Honolu]u Harbor and Pearl Harbor, va]ves, and couplings on al] pipe]ines should be checked for
leakage; unused pipe]ines should be checked for leakage and sealed.!
Existing U.S. Coast' Guard regulation in 33 CFR I56 cover many preventative merrsures. In
addition, response plans are required urrder OPA 90.

3. Tanker barges should undergo a c<r mplete check on tow]ines/cab!es/coup]ings, hatch covers, etc.
prior to each sailing; loading an<! unloading operations should be routinized !ike airplane pre-
flight checks

Existing regulrrtions cover this «rerr,
4. Coupling and uncoupling operations at the offsh<ire mooring or during hunkering should be

patterned after airline pre-tlight check � no part of the operation should be lef  t<i the operator
to "remember"  or forget!

The Operalions Manual for offshore moorings cover this area.

5. Live watch and pilot on all laden tankers and during air transfer operations should be mandatory
Regulalions are rrlreruly in place requiring live watclr.
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6. Oil transfer operations in Honolulu Harbor should be boomed and be completely inonitored by
a inooring master

This type of operation is occurring within the harbor area. It would be too inefficient at the
offshore mooring area.

7. A federally licensed pilot should be on board tankers at all tiines while they are in pilotage waters
lt is inherent in the definition to have pilots in pilotage waters.  Edi ror's note: Unfortunately,
"federally-licensed" was inadvertenrly dropped. j

8. All submerged rocks, reefs, and other hazards should be clearly marked with a lighted buoy s!
For the most part all hazards in the neurshore are adequately marked. The large tankers do not
enter waters wi th submerged hazards suffici en t to cuuse any damage.  Editor�'s note: The Exxon
Houston was g rounded and there was a near miss with the Star Connecticut. The latter could huve
been Hawaii 's Exxon Valdez or'l spilL j

9. No offloading operations should be conducted during storin conditions or when swells pose a
danger to oil transfer operations � decision to be made by the respective harbor master
This is already u part of rhe Operations Manuals and these manuals are reviewed by the U.S.
Coast Guard.

10. Tanker barge transit lanes and local traffic plans should be designed cooperatively by all user
groups in the Auau, Kalohi, and Pilolo Channels; ongoing public education program on transit
lanes and on tanker barges is needed; all recreational boats should have passive radar reflectors
and appropriate cominunication equipment; all recreational hoaters should be licensed
lr is difficult to designate transit lanes due to changing weather conditions. I am assuming this
is to avoid collision with recreation boats. It would be more uppropriute to provide a good
educarion progrum for recreational boaters so that rhey know about rhe dangers of crossing
commercial boar traffic. International and inland law already requires lighting  COL Regs!.
 Editor's note: Both barge operators and recreational boutersi ndicate that thereis a problem. I

Pilots and Pilotage

The review of OPA and oil spill accidents caused by human error point to the wisdom of doing all that is
possible to promulgate laws and regulations that will implement procedures to ininimize the impact of fatigue
and errors in judgment, The state has no control over the crew hiring practices of the shipowners. It can,
however, ensure that properly licensed pilots and operators are aboard tankers during transit in state waters
and while offloading the oil at the Barbers Point offshore moorings or Honolulu Harbor. In addition, the
facility personnel who take charge of the oil transfer operation should be trained and certified to respond to
an emergency oil spi11.

The distinction between requirements iinposed on pilotage of vessels in doinestic and foreign trade should be
ended, All vessels should have a federally licensed pHot anboard while in state pilotage waters.

A federal pilot is required during mooring, A state pilot is requiredin state pilotage waters; 1 do not see the
reason for having a federal pilot.  Editor 's note; The distinctiort between stare and federal licensing should
be eliminated. All pilots should be federally licensed. I

The state should establish a pilotage board that will actively participate in the licensing and disciplinary
procedures. It is critical that relicensing and new applications for a pilot's license include certification from
the Police Department that the applicant has no DUI or DWI arrests during the previous two years. Routinely,
a check should be made for DUI, DWI, and criminal offenses in the National Driver Register when
applications for licensing and relicensing are received, All pilots should be required to take and pass
appropriate "road tests" for the license they are seeking or for relicensing. Mandatory continuing education
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and refresher courses should be developed and attendance should be a requirement for obtaining a license or
for relicensing. The content of the mandatory refresher courses should be standardized and regularly updated
to include new technology, instrumentation, etc.

This is already requi red.  Editor�'s note: There is no pilotage l>oard «t present. It is import«nt tiiat «board
be established. State regulati ons as of May 1992 have no specific requirements or standards spelled out for
continuing education. The existing regulations do not call for «Ntttion«i D~ivers Register check There are
no existing requirements for "road test "for relicensing, J

lnterisland Tanker Barge Traffic
Data on global oil spills indicated that tanker barges are more likely to be involved in collision than grounding.
Barge traffic is vulnerable to accidents because it traverses narrow waterways. Given these conditions,
thought should be given to restricting tanker barge tratfic during adverse weather  if not aiready being done
by the barge owners! and controlling tanker barge traftlc in the Auau, Kalohi, and Pailolo Channels af Maui
County by designating barge transit lanes through the channels. Such designation should be developed jointly
with recreational boaters and commercial charter vessel owners.

Although the very limited window of opportunity  o address anoi1spill shou! d preclude the trans i t of the state' s
channel waters at night, such a policy needs to be weighed against the risk of dayligh  sailing among
recreational boaters who may not he knowledgeable about the rules of the road. Because the risk ot accidents
increases with the number of boats, night channel crossings are probably safer than dodging hoaters.

Additionally, recreational boat owners should be licensed and all boats should have appropriate communi-
cation equipment and passive radar reflector devices to allow the tug's radar to locate them.

Other Vessels

Passenger vessels and tishing vessels that carry more than 1 !, XX! gallons of fuel should he required to post
a 'liability insurance certificate. The volume of fuel they carry poses a threat in the event of an accident.
Worldwide, these non-tanker vessels accounted for IS percent of the collisions and 3S percent of the
groundings that spilled inore than 10, X X! gallons per accident in 1989 � 9 !,

Oil Spill Database
This research was hampered by errors in the oil spill data obtained from the national headquarters of the U.S.
Coast Guard. Verification of the data was difticult, We found that there is currently no easily accessible
inforination on oil spills in Hawaii. The Honolu!u District Marine Safety Offlce does keep records of reported
oil spills, but the information is only accessible by their personnel. In other words, the only available oil spill
inforination is held by the U.S. Coast Guard and this database is not designed to be used to support a
management information system, Without historical data it is impossible to track accident trends and to
evaluate the et'fects of nutigation programs.

If the state government is serious about promoting prevention, it is absolute!y critical that an accurate
database he developed as the core of the management information system for monitoring oil spills and the
prevention progratns that the oil shippers, refinerie, and public and private facilities need to implement to
reduce the number of oil spills. Perhaps even more important is that there be adequate huinan resources to
analyze the data heing collected so that they can be used by decision-makers,

In your discussion you men ti oned the need for «ccu rate data in rel«tion to the 4 7 percent of unknown oil spi I ls.
lf your concern is th«t iilmost half of tire spills «re from wikr>own sources and this representsinaccurate
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information, you must consi der that every reported sheen is considered <m oil .spill. No rnatter how accurate
your datahttseis, it isimpossible toidentify the crt«se «nd source of every oil sheen.  Edi tor's note: The present
database isinadequate and hence inaccurate. The U.S. Co<tst Guard's d«tabase is not accessible, nor is it
accurate. There is need for a uniform terminology to describe oil spills. j

Unused Pipelines
Honolulu Harbor has extensive underground and underwater pipelines that are unused. They should he
inspected for leakage and where there is leakage, the pipes should he slurried and sealed.

The Human Dimension

'The development of an economic recovery contingency plan that can address n<>t t>nly oil spills hut other
disasters, including catastrophic natural disasters, is critical. There are, however, two ancillary plans that need
to be developed to properly address the human factors aspect of disasters;

1. A plan for compensating workers who are laid off is needed to minimize economic disruptions that
could affect a worker's social and psychological well-heing.

2. Joint state, county, and federal governntents and private sector plans for mitigating the social and
economic itnpact of tnass layotts and furloughs caused hy a major oil spill are required to ensure
equitable and prompt response to the people. Can existing agency and private sector staft'he deployed
to cover needed services? Who pays for additional staft'l The emergency response plan for social
services should include psych<>logical and legal counselling.

A formula for damage compensation to private water/heachf'runt landowners should he developed to avoid
costly lawsuits. The compensation algorithm should include existence or non-use values, if an acceptable
method for establishing such values can be found. This should be of particular concern to beachfront resort
owners because it is probable that Hawaii will lose its image of a pristine tropical paradise and the mystique
that goes with that image. Hence, the itnpact of an oil spill on non-use value may well extend beyond the
cleanup period.

The state should explore the possihility ot developing a direct draw agreement with the federal government
to enable the governor to obtain funds for responding to cleanup and other spill-related costs, including
compensation for lost income.

Future Research

1, Infortnation on the recreational and cotnmercial use of the Auau, Kalohi, and Pailolo Channels is
critical for decisionmaking on tanker barge traft>c through the channels. Research on the potential
hazard ot'high use hy recreationists, t>shermen, and charter operations on safe tanker barge transit is
needed.

2. Research on existence and non-use valuation of Hawaii's coastal resources is needed in addition to

identifying and/or developing a damage assessment methodology that government agencies and the
affected private sector can agree >,>n. These data are needed t<> develop response plans and for
socioeconomic and ellvlronn'>ental lIutlgatlon.

3. A comprehensive study is needed on the liability issue that has been raised in relation to the tug-tanker
barge operators' ohjecti<>n to unlinuted liability. Should the state place a limitati<>n on all liabilities
to $7 X> million'? It liahili ty is capped permanently at $7 X! million for all oil shipmenls, who pays for
damages exceeding $7 K! million? Wt>uld it be cost effective fi,>r the state to become the shipper of
fuel oil to the neighbor islands'? Can the state waive its public trust responsibility under the
constitution and OPA'? These are only few of the legal and puhlic policy questions that need to he
resolved hy the state's decision-makers,
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